PBX Replacement
When an organization looks to change their existing
PBX, it is normally a decision that is driven by a few
key considerations:
OBSOLESCENCE OF AN ON PREMISE SOLUTION

“UNSTOPPABLE MARCH TO THE CLOUD”

Current solution is now old and as a result the cost
of maintenance and support is expensive and it is
difficult to make any changes.

The key question is why are so many businesses
considering the cloud as their main option for a PBX
replacement solution?

FEATURE/CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS
As technology has moved on you are aware of new
features that your business now requires, that your
previous system may not have offered. The key
features are often Mobility/Flexible Working, Collaboration, Instant Messaging, Disaster Recovery, etc.

We see the following 4 main benefits:

COST OF
OWNERSHIP

30%+ Typical savings from
migrating to a Cloud PBX

SIMPLIFICATION

Manage your whole PBX
estate from one portal
No expensive MACD

37% Employees would take a
pay cut of 10% if they could
work from home.
(Global Workplace Analytics)

FLEXIBLE & MOBILE
WORKING

80% of decision makers
deploy Cloud to access
advanced features

RICH
COLLABORATION

(Source: Cavell Group)

COST OF OWNERSHIP

SIMPLIFICATION

You are realizing the cost of operating an on premise
solution compared with a cloud solution are prohibitive.
So there are often direct cost advantages from having
a monthly per user model.

The Hosted Voice solution focuses on making the management of your services and your user experience as simple
as possible, putting you the administrator and users back
into control with simple portals and applications enabling
you to add/remove users or features in seconds.

FLEXIBLE AND MOBILE WORKING
As workforces and businesses change, there is an
increasing requirement to work flexibly from different
locations, rather than having a set cubicle in an office.
With Cable ONE Business Hosted Voice you can use
this solution from any location.

RICH COLLABORATION
The requirements for your employees to collaborate
both internally and externally with your customers and
partners is increasing. Look for a rich set of collaboration
tools that include: group chat, desktop sharing, and
audio/video conferencing.

A solution being delivered from the cloud will enable you to
grow or reduce the number of users simply, and give you the
flexibility to offer new working practices such as home or
mobile working in the future.

WHY CHOOSE CABLE ONE BUSINESS?
Cable ONE Business uses the most current technologies to deliver fiber-optic services to
meet the needs of businesses of all sizes. We leverage our existing infrastructure and
equipment to deliver high-quality, highly reliable broadband and networking services your
business can depend on. By implementing a customized fiber-optic solution from Cable
ONE Business, you can take advantage of your business’ full potential – utilizing the
fastest and most reliable fiber-optic network available today. The more your business
relies on connectivity, the more you need Cable ONE Business.
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